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T830 - KX3 Performance Fleece
Collection:  KX3
Range:  All Weather Protection
Shell Fabric:  100% Polyester Weft Knit with Brushed Back
Outer Carton:  24

Product information
Contemporary work jacket made from a soft knitted fleece fabric ensuring
that once you put it on you won't want to take it off. Reinforced shoulders
and back panels offer added durability in heavy-use areas. Designed with a
modern fit, this jacket hosts a range of practical features including a longer
back length, a rubber zip puller and multiple pockets.
KX3
Portwest KX3™ is a superior line of trend-led apparel combining quality
construction  to  the  highest  standards  and  technical  fabrics.  Key
characteristics within this collection include abrasion resistance, moisture
management  and  stretch  fabrics  for  sustained  agility  and  effortless
movement. All KX3 garments have been designed to fully complement each
other to allow a personal layering system to be built. A perfect solution for
modern workwear.

All Weather Protection
Portwest All Weather Protection is engineered with exceptional fabrics and
designs, allowing an easy transition between work and leisure. Tested to
withstand the rigours of everyday wear, each garment has been designed
and manufactured using the best quality materials and high technology
construction techniques to ensure total satisfaction with wear after wear.

Features
Knitted fabric with brushed backing●

Reinforced panels in high wear areas for maximum durability●

Internal pockets for safe storage●

Dropped back hem for better coverage●

Front zip opening for easy access●

5 pockets for ample storage●

Zipped pockets●

Chin guard for added comfort and stability●

Ideal for corporate wear and custom finishes●

Contemporary design with clean cut lines●
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T830 - KX3 Performance Fleece
Commodity Code: 6103330000

Test House

Wash Care
        

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14
T830GMRS Grey Marl 65.0 40.0 58.0 0.5600 0.1508 5036108299294 25036108788815
T830GMRM Grey Marl 65.0 40.0 58.0 0.5980 0.1508 5036108299287 25036108788808
T830GMRL Grey Marl 65.0 40.0 58.0 0.6320 0.1508 5036108299270 25036108788792
T830GMRXL Grey Marl 65.0 40.0 58.0 0.6680 0.1508 5036108299300 25036108788822
T830GMRXXL Grey Marl 65.0 40.0 58.0 0.7160 0.1508 5036108299317 25036108788839
T830GMRXXXL Grey Marl 65.0 40.0 58.0 0.7730 0.1508 5036108299324 25036108788846


